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Ro t unda
Bush Unveils Good
News, Bad News
Education Budget
By Charles Derrartcs
Special CPS Correspondents
WASHINGTON (CPS) - Presl
dent Bush has unveiled a
budget proposing a major
restructuring of federal student
aid that would Increase the
maximum Pell Grant but finance
It In part by removing 400,000
students from the program.
The presidents fiscal 1993
Education Department budget
would boost Pell Grant funding
by $1.2 billion and Increase the
maximum grant from $2,400 to
$3,700 a year for the neediest
students. But the president
would pay for the Increase by
reducing the number of Pell
Grants and slashing other financial aid programs.
Bush's budget would provide
no new funds for either Perkins
Loans or State Student Incentive
Grants and would cut college
work study funds by $160 million, forcing colleges and universities to Increase their contributions to the program. Currently, the government provides
70 percent of work study
salaries; the proposed budget
would cut that amount to 50
percent.
"President Bush's fiscal year

1993 budget confirms for the
fourth consecutive year that he
Is no education president,'
said Tajel Shah, head of the
United
States
Student
Association, a lobbying group In
Washington.
Shah criticized the White
House for restricting access to
Pell Grants during a recession.
"With 30 states In budget
crises and record-high tuition
Increases, these proposals would
slash financial aid and force
many students out of postsecondary education." she said.
In presenting the budget Jan.
29. Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander said the plan reflected
unprecedented federal support
for education. Even with the restructuring, he said, the budget
proposes a 17 percent Increase
In student aid. The president's
budget priority Is education."
Alexander said.
Of the $2 billion In new
money for student aid, about
$1.1 billion would come through
higher subsidies for Guaranteed
Student Loan programs. The
Education Department said It
expects a 50 percent Increase In
loan volume this year, and the
department also would raise the

loan limits on several GSL pro
grams.
The administration also proposes to broaden eligibility for
Pell Grants and GSLs to Include
any student who takes at least
one class In postsecondary education. Alexander said this pol
ley would promote lifelong
learning for adults who want or
need additional education or Job
skills.
Elsewhere In the budget, the
president proposed several new
measures to combat loan defaults. One plan would force
states to bear some of the financial costs of delinquent loans at
schools with high default rates.
Another proposal would delay
loan disbursements for first-year
students.
Bush and Alexander also
called for a change In the definition of an "Independent student"
for purposes of receiving aid.
Under the plan, students could
call themselves "Independent"
only If they are at least 26 years
of age or can show Income large
enough to demonstrate self
sufficiency."
USSA officials opposed the
default and Independent student
provisions. The bottom line Is

Finalists
Selected For
Miss Longwood
Pageant
They are active. Intelligent
Ten of Longwood College's
most talented and attractive achievers who reflect the
students have been selected as characteristics of the successful
finalists In the Miss Longwood women of the 1990s." he said.
Contestants will compete In
Scholarship Pageant on March
7. The Pageant Is part of the talent, interview, evening gown,
and swimsuit. with primary fo
Miss America program.
The finalists were chosen cus on the first two categories.
from among 24 contestants In The contestants are:
•Christine Lynell Crews, a se
preliminary competition last December. They will compete for nlor elementary education major
$3,000 In scholarships, with the from Keysvllle. who Is the reign
winner advancing to the Miss Ing Miss Five County Fair and
Virginia Pageant In Roanoke In Miss Q 98 Lake Country. She
has studied dance 10 years and
July.
This Is the most talented will perform a tap dance to a
group of contestants we've ever medley of 1920s music. She
had for the Miss Longwood competed In both national
forenslcs tournaments last year
Pageant," said H. Donald Wlnkler. the Pageant's producer and and Is ranked among the top
director. "We should have a very one percent of college forenslcs
entertaining and exciting talent competitors nationally. She Is a
Dean's List student. Her comcompetition."
"Altogether, the contestants munity sponsor Is First Virginia
have 150 years of training and Bank.
•Teresa Louise Coding, a
experience In the performing
sophomore from Bedford who Is
arts." he said.
He added that many of the majoring In theatre and Is a
contestants hold or have held Dean's List student. She's In the
leadership positions on campus. Lancer Edition show choir, the
Four are on the Dean's List; five Longwood Players, and Sigma
are In academic honorarles; Alpha Iota, a music fraternity for
three are rated nationally In women. Last year she was choforenslcs; others have served on sen to Alpha Lambda Delta. the
the Judicial Board and the Pan- freshman honor society. For the
hellenlc Council; one was re- talent competition, she will sing
cently chosen to Who's Who "Nothing" from A Chorus /.In*'
Among Students In American She Is sponsored by Farmvllle
Wholesale Electric Supply Com
Universities and Colleges.

pany.
•Ann Renee Helm, a Junior
English major from Manassas
who Is listed among the top five
percent of forenslcs competitors
In the United States. She's a
member of the Longwood Players; Delta Psl Omega, the German honor fraternity; and Alpha
Psl Omega, the drama honor
fraternity. In the talent competl
tlon. she will sing and dance a
musical comedy piece, "I Can't
Say No," from Oklahoma! She Is
sponsored by Town and Country
Furniture and Appliance.
•Shannon Holley. a senior elementary education major from
Virginia Beach, who serves on
the Longwood Judicial Board
and Is a member of Kappa Delta
sorority and the Panhellenlc
Council. She has performed with
the Sheiks of Shag (formerly Mill
Deal and the Rondels) in Vlr
glnla Beach and has been In
volved In theatrical and musical
ensembles since elementary
school. For the talent competition, she will sing Lee Green
wood's "God Bless the USA Hrr
sponsor Is Haley Chevrolet.
Oldsmoblle. Bulc k.
•Cullen Johnson, a senior
French major from Virginia
Beach. She has lived In Italy.
studied In Martinique, and Is a
member of the Modern Lan(Contlnued on page 4)

that students will be hurt." said
Glenn Magpantay. a New York
college student and member of
USSA's board of directors.
The budget plan does Include
one Initiative likely to please all
students - the right to deduct
student loan Interest on Income
tax returns. Alexander said the
provision could affect up to 8
million people who have bor
rowed $45 billion for tuition,
fees and living expenses.
In addition, students and
parents could withdraw savings
from Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) to help finance
postsecondary education expenses, without penalty.
The president's budget also
proposed $417 million for TRIO
programs that offer pre college
help to dlsadvantaged students,
a 6 percent Increase from current funding. Similar to last
year's budget, the administration proposed a consolidation of
four TRIO programs under a
new state formula grant for
I'recollege Outreach.'
fhe Bush budget now goes to
the House and Senate, where
lawmakers will begin work on
education spending bills for the
fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.

President Bush gestures at a news conference

The good news is that
Bush wants to increase
the amount of Pell
Grants. The bad news is
that he wants to cut
students' eligibility and
other financial aid
programs to do it.

Extremities
Reveals Rape
Misconceptions
By ROSEANN PITZL
Staff Reporter
The Underground Players,
sponsored by Alpha I'sl Omega,
performed Extremities In Jarman's Black Box Theatre last
week.
Approximately 85 people
showed up a night for the play
which ran from Wednesday
through Saturday. It was the
second one to be performed by
the recently founded Underground Players, and It had a
dramatic effect on all who attended
Ex' 'entitle*, written by
William Maslroslmone. was dl
reeled by Andrew Wheeler. It
was staged In one room of a
small farmhouse on the
outskirts of town and centered
around the terrifying events tint
occurred In that room one day.
Ann Helm played the part of
Marjorle. the young woman who
lives there along with her
roommates Terry, played by Kate
Dunnet. and Patricia, played by
Jessica Lynn Blllones. Kick
Codding Is Raul, who enter* the
house uninvited when Maijoiie
Is alone and proceeds to torture
her mentally, physically and
sexually.
Extremities Is not Just about a
woman who suffers an at
tempted rape, or about a woman
who fights back. It Is about rape
Itself and all of the imouona and
misconception* that are ■ part
of It.
Due to the delicate natUI
the play, a warning appeared on

all advertisements. Wheeler reiterated them every night before
the performance, stressing that
It contained "adult language and
themes" and may not !*• suitable
for "sensitive audiences."
Ripe counselors were on
hand before, during and after
every performance to anfVAl
questions and ban lie any
situations that might arise.
Pamphlets
wtf
readily
available. All Involved In the
production look the play very
seriously, and those who
attended understood why.
In the opening a< t the (right
enlng and real Image tint Helm
and Codding created, caused an
eerie silence to fall across the
room, Hie audience as ■ whole
■eemed tO erase breathing as
Haul lor ked the door and walked
toward Marjorle Some flinched
as he touched her. and wale lied.
unnerved, as she si reamed and
fought ha< k lhe east of Extvm
Kll | need their extraordinary
talent as a method of relaying
Information, a method that was
vriy ixiwerlul
|l HI wild many of
the misconceptions that sur
round the crime of rape. Terry
and Patricia. Marjories room
I In the play, have doubts
about whether the attempt
actually occurred because
Marjorle does not appear
physically hint llrrr the locus
shuts to one of the underlying
problems with the 'rime that
oc ( ins behind i lOBCd doois. It
Is Marjories woid against Kaol-

in a society more inclined to
place blame on the victim. This
Is evident in the play as
Marjories roommates accuse
her of "dressing loosely", thus
reflecting the widely held belief
that the victim "asks for It."
In the course of the play we
find out that Terry Is a rape vie
tlm herself, and we are forced to
weight her experience with that
of Marjorle. There is the sudden
realization thai two women who

live In the same house have had
these experiences and the pro
portions of the problem are sud
denly amplified. At this point
there is lhe haunting message
that everyone Is effected by this
crime in OM way or the other.
Jut perhaps the most
uncomfortable and confusing
feelings that Extremities
uncovers is sympathy for Raul,
and the t>ellef that Raul may In
a way DC a vie tlm himself.

Extremities and Sexual Per
IMrStty In Chicago, were the first
In a series of 'social Impact
plays that will be performed by
the Underground Players this
semester.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
11 Menu i" mr thai there is
something rotten in Denmark,
and I feel It Is my Job to Inlorm
l^ongwood students, fat ulty.
alumni, and whomever to whal
recently occurred Involving
Longwood athletfc
First ol all, Longwood s riding
learn losl its varsity status and
us funding Now ii is .1 i lub
sport I really Hid not see any
II behind Ihe riding learn
losing its varsity status, noi do
many others .is .i matter of fact.
Bui reasons will show up
shortly
Secondly Longwood'a gym
nasties program will lx- history,
past tense, yesterday's news .it
ter this semester. Yes, another
women's spoil being axed before
out eyes, why la gymnastics
gone? Before I answer thai lei ■
examine the adminlstrative's
handling <>l this decision. Coarh
Mary Lewis found oul her spoil
was gone the same night her
gymnasts did, which happened
to be during practice. Coach
Lewis, l believe, had no knowl
edge "i gymnastics being killed
She knew when she got the Job
.is head coach that the possl
bility was there th.it gymnastics
might be dropped, yel she had
no meetings with Ihe people In
volvcd before the decision was
rendered
Is that the proper way to
handle such a situation? NOT!!I
think It Is down right horrible to
say the least. A lot of people are
upset with these decisions be
Cause l-ongwood now loses two
sports rich In history here. Why
are they gone you ask? Next
paragraph please.
POOTBALLIHI Yes. sports
fans that word Is here again.
That Issue did not die when sin
dents and faculty raised heck a
few years ago. It was Just put on

the back burner until the ad
minlstrators lound the right
time to kill a sport here arid take
away funds lain
Oui administrators want
football, WHY1 1
Longwood Is not a lootball
s( hool not is laiinvillc a football
town. We've gone long enough
without a team here, so why
slart now-.' To those ol you who
think It'll bring In money please
realize thai there are but a few
Division I programs that are
making money. We are Division
II. Think we'll make tons of
money?? On top of that how
many more sports are we going
to have to "murder" to get foot
ball here? Heck, kill em all and
Longwood WILL be a football
si hool then.
It seems thai the women's
programs are more in danger
than are the men's. Let ns
please remember that this
college was all women until
about IS years ago. I'm not an
activist for the women's
movement, but shouldn't then
lx- equal tights across the board
Why rant things just be like
they once were?
When I entered as a freshman
the athletic programs were
pretty darn good. Then some
coaches started leaving and the
teams starting falling. Did these
coaches see the light at the end
of the tunnel? I'll let you make
the call.
To end this, let's leave well
enough alone in the athletic de
partment. Let the coaches coach
and not worry about If thcit
program will be the next to fall
The future of athletics at
Longwood Is at stake. Don't
burn that stake, or those
Involved will get burned beyond
belief.
Charlie E. Fultz

Quotable:
"During the time that men live without a
common power to keep them in awe... the life of a
man is solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short."
—Thomas Hobbes

Editor, The Rotunda:
We would like to take this op
portunity to thank Longwood
Students for their support of the
College's efforts to reduce van
dallsm In the residence halls.
Last semester, common area
vandalism
charges were
$4,369.70 as compared to siml
I.a charges In fall 1990 of
$24,052.95. This reduction of
$19,683.25 Is the best possible
confirmation that Longwood
students are working diligently
to build l/mgwood pride.
Several groups deserve speclal thanks for their efforts to
reduce vandalism. Specifically,
the RECs. RAs. and PAs have
Instituted several new efforts to
make students aware of the high
cost of vandalism. The Rest
dence Life Work Group, consist
lng of hall council presidents
and RAs. worked closely with
administrators to develop a variety of programs to encourage
Students to stop vandalism. A

number of student groups are to
be congratulated for their will
Ingness to "Adopt-A-Spot" and
beautify a bit of Longwood. Finally, the fine work by Physical
Plant and Housekeeping staffs
has led to an Improved appearance In our halls, thereby caus
lug students to take more pride
In their college homes.
Let's keep up the great work
to build an even better Longwood community. If you have
suggestions about additional
ways to keep Longwood beau 11
ful, please share them with us.
Once again, thank you for your
line efforts
Sue Saunders.
Dean of Students
David Rettig,
Director of Housing
Editor, The Rotunda:
The Flnanrlal Aid Office
would like to say thank you to
the students, the staff from Admissions, Student Health. Stu

dent Activities. Graduate and |
Continuing Studies. Military Affairs, and Monthly Payment Plan
for your participation In the |
"Financial Aid Fair." Special
thanks to Longwood Bookstore,
ARA Services. Phyllis Mable.
Campus Security and physical |
plant personnel for your assistance and contributions to this I
event. All of you played a very
Important part In making this
activity a success. Congratula
tlons!
Nadlne G. Garrett
Flnanrlal Aid Office
Editor. Hie Rotunda:
I'd like to apologl/e to all the
students and faculty for the
mistakes I made In my Novem
ber 13. 1991 article covering thel
October 28 Board of Visitors|
meeting. I'd like to thank Ralph
Brown and Robert Chonko for|
correcting my errors.
Jennifer Wyatt I
Staff Reporter

Longwood College
Box 1133
Farmville, VA
23909
1920
Founding Editor
Helen Skillman

Executive Editor
Bradley L. Owen

Features Editor
Sherry Gatewood
Sports Editor
-vacantAsst. Features Editor
Ann Renee Helm
Head Photographer
-vacantAssociate Editor
ErinC. McCay
Assistant Editor
James K. Johnson
Business Manager
John Borowiec
Advisors
Mr. William C. Woods
Ms. Brenda Atkins
Reporters/Assistants: Thomas,
D. Blrchett. IV.Todd Buchanan.
Catherine Byers. Michael K.
Carter. Dina Dawson. Kathy
DiMarlno. Sarah Drewry. Lynn
Gianni. Travis W. Griffin. Debra
E. Mayo. Claude Monger. Christy
Mottley. Kimberly Mraz. Chris
Mullins. Linda M. Nygaard.
Kandl Pettus, Rose Ann Pll/.l.
Tricia Popular. R Alex Rodriguez.
Julie K. Tale. Jennifer Wyatt,
and Cassandra Yellis.

EDITORIAL POLICY

.fop W CAN

• »***""

^

The opinions expressed In The
Rotunda are not necessarily those
if Longwood College, its sludenls.
staff, administration, or, trustees.
Columns, letters, editorials, and
i artoons represent Ihe view of their
iuthoi
Unsigned editorials
represent the majority opinion of
Ihe editorial board.
All letters to the Editor must be
typed. signed, have a ret urn address,
and phone number. The Editor and
staff reserve the right to edit any
material submitted for publication.
All contributions shall be
addressed to The Rotunda. LC Box
4133. Farmville, VA23909. Deadline
for articles is 5p.m. Friday prior to
the Wednesday publication date and
these should be place in the
Envelopes inside the I'ubllcation
offices door in Lankford or mailed,
l-elters. personals, etc. are due on
theolflcedoorby8p.m.Sunday. All
submissions become the property
of The Rotunda.
Ihibllshed weekly since 1920 by
the students of Longwood College.
The Rotunda is an Associated
Collegiate Press and Columbia
Scholastic l>reBS Association award
Winning newspaper. Questions or
comments should be directed toour
mall) office at (804) 395 2120 or
[axed to (HOI) 395-2237.

Need a hand?
yoiuimti.fHU Ju.i ci
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FEATURES

Longwood Opens
Doors to Africa
"Africa: Coming of Age" is (he
theme for the third part of
Longwood College's Opening
Doors to the World program.
Two lectures, a film, and a
concert of African music and
dance are scheduled during the
last half of February. These
events also are part of Longwood's observance of Black
History Month. They are open to
the public free of charge.
Dr. Gabriel Ruhumblka. pro
fessor of African literature at the
University of Dar es Sallam In
Tanzania, will discuss "African
Culture and Language" on Mon
day. Feb. 17. at 8 p.m. in the
Red/White/Green Rooms of
Lankford Building.
An author, editor, and translator, Ruhumblka has done extensive research and writing on
the language and literature of
the Swahlll and other Bantu
peoples In central, eastern, and
southern Africa.
Ruhumblka received his
bachelor's degree with honors in
English from the University of
London and his Ph.D. from the

Sorbonne In Paris. His doctoral
dissertation was on African theatre.
Presently a visiting professor
at
Hampton
University.
Ruhumblka has taught and
lectured at a dozen other U.S.
universities. He also has been a
visiting professor at the Univer
slty of Vaxjo In Sweden and ar
ranged a number of cultural ex
changes between Tanzania and
Sweden.
A Place of Weeping, a film
that deals with a woman's con
frorit.ilion with deep rooted
hatred, violence, and Injustice In
South Africa, will be shown on
Wednesday. Feb. 19. at 9 p.m.
In the Gold Room. Lankford
Building.
Dumisani Kumalo. a South
African Journalist who was
forced to flee his homeland be
cause of his reports on abuses
under the apartheid system, will
speak on Wednesday. Feb. 26.
at 8 p.m. in the Gold Room.
Lankford. His topic Is
Democracy In South Africa: The
Struggle Continues."

Since coming to the U.S. several years ago. Kumalo has lectured nationwide on conditions
In South Africa. He has consulted with American companies
doing business there and
testified before various groups
about the pros and cons of dl
vestment and economic sane
lions to Influence the South
African government.
The Ezlbu Munfu African
Dance Company will give a concert on Saturday. Feb. 29, at 7
p.m. In Wygal Auditorium. This
ensemble of dancers and
drummers will perform tradl
tional and contemporary dances
from the Old Mall Empire.
Liberia, Yorubaland. and other
West African societies.
Longwoods Opening Doors to
the World program Is partially
funded by a Funds for Excel
lence grant from the State
Council for Higher Education In
Virginia. The yearlong program
will conclude with a focus on
Eastern Cultures In March and
April.

Don't Just Stand
There — Osculate Me
(CPS) — We kiss goodbye, for
luck, for love, for fun. under the
mistletoe, on Valentine's Day, to
seal marriages and death sentences, and to show respect.
But does anyone really know
how this modern day Up con
nectlon started?
After 20 years of researching
the phenomenon of kissing.
Vaughn M. Bryant Jr.. professor
of anthropology and head of the
Texas A&M Department of an
thropology, could be called the
nation's expert on the subject.
According to Bryant, the participants of the world's first kiss
will never be known, but history
does document a likely cultural
starting point.
The Vedlc Sanskrit texts of
India, written about 1500 B.C..
contained references to the
custom of rubbing and pressing
noses together. Bryant says anthropologists believe this sign of
affection was the earliest be
ginning of what became lip
kissing In India over the next
1.000 years.
The Greeks were the first Europeans to spread the practice of
kissing, around 326 B.C. when
Alexander the Great conquered

parts of India. Indian culture is
said to have Influenced and Im
pressed the Greek armies.
Bryant says.
Although the Greeks first exposed Europe to kissing, the
Romans are really credited with
popularizing kissing in both Europe and the Mediterranean.
The Romans had different
kinds of kisses as well — the
"osculum." a kiss of friendship,
and the "savlolum." the ultimate
kiss of wild passion known to
day as a "French kiss."
The Romans are also the Inventors of modern day Valcn
tine's Day. a holiday originally
called "Lupercalta." after I.uper
cus. the god of flocks.
"Lupercalla" was an ancient ro
man festival that was supposed
to ensure fertility for the people
of Rome and their flocks.
it began as a springtime festivity.'' Bryant says. The Romans wanted a party, but as
they looked to other activities,
they started feeding the Chris
Hans to the lions."
On Feb. 14. one of the Chris
Hans fed to the lions was St.
Valentine, who was told to re-

nounce his faith in God or die.
Valentine's choice of death made
him a martyr and a symbol.
One story has it that
because this guy. to the very
end. was a
nice guy. the
Romans thought they should
end this (springtime) period of
love for him. Supposedly.
Valentine died on Feb. 14."
Bryant says. Lupercalia" was
celebrated on Feb. 15.
Another story has It that we
send cards today because
Valentine had befriended the
Jailer's daughter, who was nine
or 10 years old." Bryant says.
When he found out he was
going to be fed to the lions, he
left the girl a note to explain to
her why he would no longer be
around."
The holiday has since evolved
as a celebration of love and ro
mance. but Bryant says anthro
pologlsts aren't sure exactly
why.
What they are sure of is that
the tradition of kissing has be
come a longstanding sign of love
and romance, Just like Valen
tine's Day. and Is therefore en
trenched as one of many sym
bols of (he holiday.

&

THE ROTUNDA WANTS YOU!

INTERESTED IN:

.writing?
• Photography?
• Layout?
• Ad Sales - Earn $?

Come by our weekly staff
meetings on Wednesdays
at 6pm in Lancaster B27
or call 395-2120.
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
Exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the peo
pie peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances."

Students
Fast For
World
Harvest

South African journalist Dumisani Kumalo (right),
shown here with Nelson Mandela, will apeak at 8 p.m. on
February 26 in the Gold Room of Lankford.

1991-92 Hunting
Season Reviewed
By EDDIE MONGER
Staff Writer
The 1991-92 hunting season for deer has ended In Virginia.
A record harvest of 179.777 deer was recorded. Game biologists
believe that Virginia Is over populated with deer and were hoping
for a big harvest. Game biologist Bob Duncan said. "It would not
have hurt the deer population If 200,000 to 225.000 deer had
been killed. Duncan said that there was an estimated 850.000
deer In Virginia and currently 19.6 million white tailed deer In
the United States and Canada. Duncan said that Virginia ranks
twelfth in the nation In regard to white tailed deer harvest. He
said that 90% of the hunters In Virginia that buy a license are
deer hunters.
During the past hunting season, hunters experienced the
most liberal deer season ever. There were numerous changes In
game laws which allowed hunters a better chance to kill deer. The
first Saturday was an either sex day, buck or doe could be killed.
Hunters were allowed to shoot two deer a day. Deer did not have
to be checked In at a checking station Immediately, It could be
delayed until later the same day. Hunters could continue hunting
and try to kill another deer. In many counties, the number of
days that doe could be harvested were Increased. In Albemarle
County, hunters could kill doe on the last twelve days of hunting
season. Previously, hunters in Albemarle were only allowed to kill
doe on the last six days of the season. In Buckingham, hunters
could kill doe on the last six days when It had been the last three
days. Duncan said that barring any emergency changes, these
new laws will be In effect for the 1992 1993 hunting season.
My best day In the outdoors may have been In the middle of
December. Early one morning. 1 went hunting with a friend. We
spent several hours In the woods and never saw a deer. It was a
warm day with the temperature approaching 70 degrees. We decided that instead of hunting, we should be fishing. We grabbed
our Ashing poles and visited the Sugar Hollow Reservoir. I cast
my line out several times but didn't gel a single bite. My companion worked his way downstream and out of sight. I was getting
discouraged and ready to go home. Suddenly. I heard my friend
shouting. 1 ran to see what was the matter with him. My friend
had caught his first trout and was overjoyed. We stayed and
llshed that deep pool and caught 12 rainbow trout We didn't see
any deer that day. but we had a big fish fry that night.

Quintet
Will Give
Concert

By SHERRY GATEWOOD
Features Editor
Each day. thousands of pro
pie In the United States and
across the globe are locked In a
continuous battle against starvation. Oxfam America's "Fast
for a World Harvest" Is a pro
gram aimed at providing food for
those who are In desperate need
of nourishment. Students at
Longwood College have been
granted an opportunity to per
sonally aid those In need.
The Oxfam America Organ!
zatlon was formed In Boston.
Massachusetts In 1970: as an
outgrowth of the earlier Oxford
Committee for Famine Relief,
founded In England In 1942.
The Oxfam
organization
sponsors a variety of programs
in addition to nutritional aid;
these focus on sanitation,
agriculture, literary, and Job
training for underprlvlledge
Individuals. There are currently
six other Independent Oxfam
organizations around the world
In Australia. Belgium. Canada.
Hong Kong. Quebec, and the
United Kingdom.
The Inter Religious Council Is
sponsoring a program entitled
"Stand Up For The Hungry." By
skipping lunch In the dining hall
on Thursday. February 20,
students ran contribute to the
Oxfam hunger relief program.
AKA services has agreed to do
nate a portion of each student's
meal cost to Oxl.im Amerlia
In addition to foregoing
lunch, there will be a "Stand Up
For The Hungry" program at 1
p.m. at the fountain. This short
meeting will serve as a reminder
of the people who struggle to
avoid starvation on a dally basis.
Last year over three hundred
members of the college rommu
nlty participated In this event.
There will be a sign up table
for Interested students In the
New Smoker during lunch until
Monday. February 17. For further Information, students may
contact Carllsa Dudley at 395
3134.

Valentines (DayI

/

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14th

The U.S. Air Force Tactical
Air Command Brass Quintet will
give a concert on Sunday after
noon, Feb. 16. at 4 o'clock In
Wygal Recital 11.ill at LonfWOOd
College. The concert Is free and
open to the public.
The Brass Quintet Is part of
the Tactical Air Command Band,
a 60-member band beted al
l-nngley Air Force Base
Their repertoire Includes a
wide variety of rhamber works
spanning more than 350 years.
as well as patriotic and popular
pieces. Composers range from
Bach and Handel to Fats'
Waller and "Jelly Koll Morion

Membei i o| the Qulntel an
Staff Sergeant David P, Clary.
trumpet and leadei of the ensemble; Airman Fir
lames ,j Zlngara, trumpet; Air
man fust (-|.,ss David M Crttl I,
horn; Sergeant Shawn D.
Campbell, trombone; and
Airman First Class William A.
Smith, luba.
The musk lens are i
live states — Maryland, Wis< on
sin. Missouri. Texas, and Ken
tucky They have studied Si
some of the leading music
Bchoola in the country and with
members ol majoi orchestral

Remember that SOMEONE SPECIAL . .
•BALLONS
•MUGS
•VALENTINE CARDS

nationwide.

"No Slate shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, hbeity, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equ.il protection of its laws "

The Quintet
performs
throughout the eastern U S and
also |

mUSh < linn s (.n

tii> elementary, si
i olleglate lew

and

LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
HOURS 8-5 MONDAY-FRIDAY

PHONE 395-2084
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Aids Message Needs To
Reach College Crowd
By AMY REYNOLDS
(CPS) - Magic Johnson's message has hit home loud and
clear — AIDS spares no one. Are
college students getting the
message?
Yes, say two researchers at
Mansfield University In Pennsylvania. Immediately after
Johnson said he had the
disease, they conducted a survey
of 612 students, asking one
question: Through which means
do you think Magic Johnson
contracted the HIV virus?"
About 87 percent answered
"heterosexual sex."
GaJe I-argey. a sociology pro
lessor who conducted the survey
with professor Richard Fell,
thinks the reason students an
swered as they did was because
of "the strikingly strong
credibility of Johnson. They
really believed Magic."
That fact Is significant. Largey
says, because "It's what
(students) believe that Impacts
their behavior."

Researchers at the Klnsey Institute for Research In Sex Gender and Reproduction at Indiana
University recently concluded a
1989 study of students' sexual
behavior that they are preparing
for publication.
Preliminary findings show
that of the 651 undergraduate
students surveyed at Indiana
University. 81 percent of the
men and 75 percent of the
women were not virgins and that
students spend an average of
two nights a week with their
sexual partners.
It also found that 50 percent
of the men and 36 percent of the
women had sex with someone
they Just met and that on average, students had two one night
stands In 1990.
In March 1990. the Klnsey
Institute published the results of
a 1988 survey of 809 college
students.
The most Important findings
from this survey reveal that stu-

dents engage In significant levels heterosexual reported having
of unprotected sex. Including anal Intercourse with other men.
anal Intercourse; have multiple
• On average, sexually active
sexual partners; and have sex college women reported having
with partners about whose sex
about six partners. Including
ual history they may know litthree one-night stands; men retle.'' reads the article, written by ported an average of about 11
the Klnsey researchers In sexual partners. Including five
"Focus: A Guide to AIDS Re- one-night stands.
search and Counseling."
• The type of relationship In
The study notes the typical which a person was Involved at
respondent was 22. white, the time of the study — sexually
protestant. politically moderate exclusive, sexually nonexclusive
and from the Midwest, which or not currently In a relationship
means the Information obtained — was significantly related to
Is most likely on the conserva- some risk factors. For example,
tive side.
sexually active men In
The study also found that:
nonexclusive relationships re• More than 90 percent of the ported the highest number of
students were heterosexual. Of sexual partners — about 20.
Importance, researchers say. Is They also were more likely to
that more than one-fifth of the engage In unprotected sex.
heterosexual women and one
• Since 1980. about 25
fourth of the heterosexual men
reported engaging In anal Inter- percent of the college students
surveyed said they had sex with
course.
• In addition. 3 percent of the someone from one of the 10
men who considered themselves cities Identified by the Centers

for Disease Control as having
the highest number of reported
AIDS cases. About 30 percent of
those students said they did so
with a new partner.
"Given what Is known about
the conditions under which HIV
may be most easily spread, there
Is cause to be concerned about
heterosexual college students
who engage In high-risk sexual
activities." the researchers concluded.
Experts hope Johnson's campaign for safe sex will send a
strong message to the college
crowd. Others are Joining his ef
forts.
In Detroit on Nov. 11. the
Rev. Jesse Jackson announced
his plans for a "New Attitude'
movement that will try to teach
behavioral change. Johnson has
agreed to work with Jackson,
and talk show host Arsenlo Hall
has said he supports Jackson's
campaign and may Join his
efforts to spread the word.

Freshmen Tend To Be More Liberal,
Survey Shows
By JEFF GOLDFARB
CPS Washington
Correspondent
WASHINGTON (CPS) - More
students entering college today
consider themselves politically
liberal or far left than they have
since 1977. a recent study
showed.
The gradual shift In the political tendencies of college
freshmen was attributed partly
to disenchantment with the Re
publican administrations of
President Bush and Ronald
Reagan.
The 26th annual survey of
college freshmen was conducted
by the Higher Education Re
search Institute at the University
of California at Los Angeles in
conjunction with the American
Council on Education.
When Reagan first took office
in 1981. more Incoming fresh
men labeled themselves conser
vatlve than liberal. But In 1991.
25.7 percent of more than
210.000 freshmen described
themselves as liberal or far left.
The last time the liberal figure

was that high was In 1977.
when 26 percent of the freshmen described themselves as
llberaJ or far left. The highest
percentage ever recorded was In
1971. with 38.1 percent.
The survey also showed that
20.3 percent of the 1991 freshmen described themselves as
conservative or far right, while
54 percent said their politics
were middle of the road.
However. It remains uncertain whether those numbers will
have any tangible effect on the
1992 elections.
"It doesn't mean anything If
we can't translate It Into votes,"
said Jim Desler, assistant press
secretary for the Democratic National Committee In Washington.
He added: "It does give us more
reason to target college students."
The statistics from the survey
administered at 431 colleges and
universities can be deceiving,
however.
"The meanings of liberal and
conservative have changed over
time," said Eric Dey. associate

Finalists
Selected
(Continued from page 1)
•Kate Newman, a senior psy- competition, she will sing the
chology major from Chesterfield. Connie Francis song. "Where
She's a member of the Psychol- The Boys Are." Her sponsor Is
ogy Club, the Longwood Players, Bishop Nissan of Crewe.
and her residence hall council.
•Tara Kristin Towery. a freshShe received First Place on the man theatre major from Chase
Speech Forenslcs Team. She has City and a member of the Longappeared In several theatrical wood Players. She Is performing
productions. For the talent com
In the Longwood production of
petition, she will sing Marlah "A Funny Thing Happened on
Carey's hit song. "Emotions." the Way to the Forum." Feb. 26She has studied voice for 12 29. She has studied the flute for
years. Her sponsor Is The Fash
six years and will play a flute
Ion Post.
solo In the Pageant. She Is
•Heather Marie Ross, a senior sponsored by The Crown Collecspeech pathology major from tion.
Richmond, who was recently guages Club. She has had prl
selected to Who's Who Among vate piano lessons for 13 years
Students In American Unlversl
and has participated In three
ties and Colleges. She's a mem
sessions of the Governor's Mag
ber of Alpha Delia I'l sotoilly net School for the Performing
and the lancer Dancers. She Arts. She will play Toccata" by
has been a member of Long
Aram Khatchaturian on the pi
wood's Judicial Hoard. Her t.il
ano. Her community sponsor Is
ent is a song and dance routine Andrews. Large, and Whldden.
titled You Cant Cet a Man With
•Jill Leftler, a Junior from
a Gun" from Annlf (;<•( Your Colonial Heights who Is majoring
Gun. Her sponsor Is The Carpet In theatre. She's a Dean's List
House.
student and a member of Alpha
•Angela Christian Smith. I Psl Omega dramatic honor fra
Junior from Glen Allen majoring ternlty, the Longwood Players,
In health and physical educa- and her residence hall council.
tion. She's a member of Sigma She has appeared In numerous
Sigma Sigma sorority and (IK theatrical productions. For the
Student Education Association. taltnl presentation, she will
For seven consecutive years she perform her original monologue,
won the gospel category for her with song and dance, to "IVe Got
age group In vocal competition the Power." by SNAP. She Is
sponsored by the Virginia Folk sponsored by Wallace's Book
Music Association. In the talenl Stores.

director of the survey.
Despite an overall shift toward liberalism, students tend
to be more conservative today on
law-and-order Issues. As an example. Dey noted that there has
been more and more support for
the death penalty among young
people.
In other survey findings, support for a national health care
plan reached an alltlme high in
1991. with about 76 percent
agreeing that such a plan was
needed.
Optimism also seems to be
rising. In the 1991 survey, fewer
freshmen said they believed "an
Individual can do little to bring
about changes In our society."
Only 31.3 percent now believe
that, compared with 47.9 percent in 1975.
With the changing times In
Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union. Dey says that "people
are more optimistic that change
can occur and that they can be a
part of It."
Incoming freshmen also are
showing more Interest In different professions. Student Interest
In business related majors de
(lined to 18.1 percent, compared
with 21.1 percent in 1990. and a
high of 27.3 percent In 1987.
In addition, only 15.6 percent
Indicated they plan to pursue a
career In some field of business.
Interest In law degrees decreased as well, declining for the

third consecutive year, to 4.4
percent from a 5 percent high In
1988.
The career trend among
freshmen Is the medical professton. where Interest hit Its highest point since 1976. with 6.9
percent Indicating a desire to
become doctors.
"During the '60s. students
were more altruistic than materialistic ... In the '70s and '80s
that switched. Materialism
hasn't receded, but we've seen a
resurgence of altruism." Dey
said. "Students want high pay
Ing Jobs and at the same time
they want to help people out."
Other results obtained from
the survey Include:
•Interest In teaching careers
held steady at about 9 percent.
•The percentage of students
who selected their freshman colleges on the basis of low tuition
Jumped to 27.7 percent this
year compared with 23.4 percent In 1990.

By KIM BRANDYBERRY
Staff Reporter
Who picks the name for the
New Library? The planning Is
underway and students have a
say In It. Professor John Carr.
head of the Committee to Solicit
Suggestions for Naming the New
Library, has already received
several suggestions.
The committee will gather
suggestions from students, staff
and faculty, do background
work on each name submitted,
and then present three to six
names to the College Council as
their recommendation. The
council Is made up of an elected
group of 20 faculty/staff
members. The council will
present the names to the Board
of Visitors. The Board of Visitors
will then present the name for
the new library to the public.
Professor Carr Is serious
about getting students' suggestions. He said that "they will
have as much weight In their
deliberation, as a committee. In
coming up with the three to six
names they will present."
What does Professor Carr
need from us. as students? Our
Individual recommendations on
a sheet of paper with a little bit
of background Information and
Justification for the person so
that the committee will know
where to look for additional Information on him or her.
Send suggestions for the
name of the new library to
Professor John E. Carr III.
School of Business and
Economics. Hlner Building. Just
drop It In the on campus
mailbox. The deadline Is March
6. 1992. I>rofessor Carr says "We
have some and hope to get a
whole lot more."

IT PAYS
TO FILE NOW.

•The number of freshmen
who said they will have to get a
Job to pay college expenses Increased for the second straight
year to 37.5 percent.
•The percentage of Incoming
freshmen who frequently smoke
cigarettes Increased to 11.3 percent, after declining by nearly
half between 1966 and 1987.
•However, fewer students frequently, or even occasionally.

Fuller Introduces
Legislation To
Benefit Students
Delegate Linda T. "Toddy"
Puller, a member of the Education Committee, has Introduced
legislation that will allow more
students to participate In the
Virginia Work Study Program.
The current state law requires
that participants be full time
students. House BUI 1046 will
give state Institutions the option
of making the Virginia Work
Study Program available to stu
dents enrolled In a degree seeking program who are carrying a
course load of at least six hours.
"As a result of budget cuts,
many students can not get Into
all of the classes they need. If
they fall below 12 credit hours,
they lose their work-study
award. Alternatively, those students who do carry 12 or more
credits often do not have the

drink beer, with the number at
Its lowest level since 1970 at
57.3 percent.
•Interest In doctoral degrees
skyrocketed to a new high of
12.5 percent.
•The numbers of students
who reported that their Inability
to find a Job was a "very Impor
tant" reason for attending college
reached Its highest point since
1982. at 7.3 percent.

Name
Search
For New
Library
Underway

time to work." said Delegate
Puller.
The Virginia Work Study Program allows financial aid recipients to earn their money for
school by working for a nonprofit organization related to
their field of study. By earning
money for school rather than
borrowing It In the form of a
student loan, the student can
avoid being faced with a large
debt upon graduation, and can
earn valuable practical experience in their field.
Delegate Puller hopes that
this legislation will make avail
able more opportunities for students to receive financial aid.
The Federal College Work Study
program has been successful In
allowing participation for both
full and part-time students.

Surprise... 3 out of 4 who
file a tax return get a
refund! Chances are that
means you. So the sooner
you file the sooner you
get money back!
•Pun lama (

Th.s Put*c*«>»

Navinui

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental income.

Financial Aid

Available Immediately!
Special grants program
Every student eligible
No one turned down
Simple application
Send name, address and SI P&H
fee (refundable) to:
Student Services
RESULTS
P. 0. Box 22-4026
GUARANTEED.
Hollywood, FL 33022

r
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NEWSBRIEF
Bus May Have Been
Traveling Too Fast,
Investigators Say

Northwestern University. Two
freshmen died and another was
seriously Injured in the accident.
The swim team resumed
competlUon on Jan. 29.

SOUTH BEND. Ind. (CPS) The National Transportation
Safety Board. Investigating a bus
crash that killed two University
of Notre Dame students returning from a swim meet, says the
vehicle may have been traveling
too fast for road conditions.
Investigators say the driver
was not under the Influence of
drugs nor did any mechanical
problems contribute to the
crash.
The accident occurred on
Jan. 27 In the midst of a
blinding snowstorm as the Notre
Dame women's swim team
returned from a meet against

Campus Police Officer
Arrested In
Student's Death
TOLEDO. Ohio (CPS) - A Unl
verslty of Toledo police officer
has been charged with the murder of a 19-year-old student.
Police said they found the
body of 19-year-old Melissa Ann
Herstrum face-down In the snow
at the university's Scott Park
campus, about a mile from the
university's main campus. Her
strum had been shot 14 times.

RESERVE

Officer Jerry Hodge. 22. was
arrested Feb. 1 and charged
with the murder. Police said
Herstrum's roommate reported
that the woman left their
apartment. Jan. 26 after
receiving a telephone call.

Miami Researchers
Honor Nation's
First Black Pilot
OXFORD. Ohio (CPS) - Six
students at Miami University
have launched a nationwide
campaign to publicize the story
of Bessie Coleman. the first
black to become a licensed pilot
In the U.S.
The students are distributing
Information packets about

Coleman. who earned her flying
license In 1921. to schools. II
brarles and museums through
out the country. Their goal: to
get a U.S. postage stamp Issued
In her honor.
Coleman. born In Texas In
1893. was the 12th of 13 children. She attended flight train
lng In France and returned to
the United States to open a
flying school to teach other
blacks to fly.
A mechanical failure on her
plane caused her death during a
test flight In Florida In 1926
when she was 33.
On April 30. the anniversary
of Coleman s death, black avta
tors fly over the Chicago ceme
tery where she Is burled and
drop flowers on her grave.
According to the students.

OFFICERS'

Coleman went to France
because she could not find an
American willing lo leach a
black woman to fry.

10-Year-Old Enrolls
In College to Pursue
Medical Degree
COSTA MESA. CALIF. (CPS)
- A 10 year old boy who plans lo
become a doctor Is preparing to
enter the University of California
at Irvine to pursue a biological
sciences degree this fall.
Masoud Karkehabadl. cur
renuy a student at Orange Coast
College, enrolled last year when
he was nine because his father
wouldn't let him enroll at age
seven.

TRAINING

Karkehabadl has maintained
a 4.0 grade point average In Junior college, and says he plans
to use his future medlc.il train
lng to become a brain surgeon
and find a cure for Alzheimer's
disease.

WASTED
YOUTH.
_-.
ONLT YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
A Public Service of the USOA Forest Service and
< your State Forester
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CASH IN
ON GOOD GRADES
If you're a qualified student with good grades,
apply now for a scholarship from Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and fees, plus $100 per school month.
They also pay off with leadership experience
and officer credentials impressive to future
employers.
(ffSsHnfo

3332023?

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CAPTAIN GARY WITTEKIND AT 395-2134
OR COME BY ROOM 207, HINER BLDG.
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LSD Fast Facts:
Lysergic acid diethylamide

Sorority Walk
Successful
By TRICIA POPULAR
Staff Reporter
Balloons, banners, chants,
and cheers.
These are a few things you
would have heard or seen
Saturday. February 1 on
Lankford Mall. The sororities
anxiously waited to welcome
their new members, while
friends and family watched a
traditional school event —
WALK!
Spring Rush started January
26 and finished February 1. Ap
proxlmately 140 girls registered
to attend the scheduled Coke.
Skit. Theme, and Inspirational
parties.
The backbone behind this
structured week was Rush
Coordinator. Chrlssle Hayes.
The Rho Chl's this year
played a positive rale. By working together and making new
friends, they promoted greek
unity which reflects on the
Longwood community.
According to Steve Dealph,
Creek Affairs Advisor, emphasis
Is being placed on Spring Rush
because It Is the only time
sororities can have more than 55
members. The more rushees In-

volved, means more openings In
each sorority.
By setting quotas later (after
skits). It was more representative of women still participating
In rush. AHhough the change
was more involved, a more stable quota was set. Now. sororities will probably come back
next semester over the 55 celling
and a rush week will not be necessary.
Raising the sorority quota
celling was the next issue raised.
Steve stated that Panhel can
vote to raise the celling when all
or some are at or near total (55).
Steve thinks raising the total will
effect chapter room space and
he feels 55 Is a strong number
and more cooperative.
Although the week was
stressful for both rushees and
sororities, new friendships were
made and the greek life Is much
stronger with these new girls.
When asking Steve If the week
was successful he responded,
"with 87 percent of the rushees
getting their first choice shows
that something was done right."

College Students
Feel the Flu Bug
(CPS) — Feeling achy and fevlsh? College students may have
picked up more than presents
while home for the holidays.
The 1991-92 Influenza season
was in full swing by the time the
holidays rolled around. Outbreaks forced public school
closings in some parts of the
country.
Flu contracted over the winter
break from sick family members
or companion travelers can
cause Illness three to four days
later...Just In time for the start of
the new semester.
Doctors say the only sure way
to avoid the flu Is to be immunized against It.
"Anyone who doesn't want the
flu should get a flu shot." said

Dr. Walter Gunn. epidemiologist
for the Centers for Disease
Control In Atlanta.
The shot will offer full protection after two weeks.
"This year's flu epidemic began on the eastern seaboard and
In the southeastern states." said
Judy Conner. CDC's Immunization program coordinator. "It
now Involves the entire country."
The CDC does not specifically
track the flu* >idemic on college
campuses.
Old standbys for treatment
Include getting lots of rest and
drinking plenty of liquids. According to Gunn. any fever lasting more than four days should
be Investigated by a doctor.

MOVIES
Current Showings
THE ADDAMS FAMILY (PG-13)
ANJEUCA HUSTON —
DELIGHTFUL RECREATION OF
THE MACABRE FAMILY;
PERFECTLY CAST (GOOD)
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (G) —
DISNEY MAGIC REIGNS
SUPREME WITH THIS
DAZZLING ANIMATED
FEATURE BASED ON THE
CLASSIC TALE (GREAT)
BUQSY (R) WARREN BEATTY —
UNEVEN GANGSTER SAGA OF
THE MOBSTER WHO INVENTED
LAS VEGAS (FAIR)
CAPE FEAR (R) ROBERT DE
NIRO — STYLISH FLOURISHES
ADD POTENCY TO THIS
REMAKE OF THE 1962
HORROR FILM (GREAT)
FATHER OF THE BRIDE (PG)
STEVE MARTIN — SO-SO
VERSION OF THE CLASSIC
COMEDY; ORIGINAL IS BETTER
(FAIR)
FREEJACK (R) EMILIO ESTEVEZ
— BLAH SCI-FI ADVENTURE OF
MAN TRYING TO AVOID A
MEDICAL TRANSPLANT (FAIR)
FRIED GREEN TOMATOES (PG13) KATHY BATES —
ENDEARING TALE OF FEMALE
FRIENDSHIP IN DEEP SOUTH
(GOOD)
GRAND CANYON (R) DANNY
GLOVER — FASCINATING
MOSAIC FILM OFFERS KEEN
OBSERVATIONS OF
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
(GREAT)
THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE
CRADLE(R) REBECCA DE
MORNAY — NANNY
TERRORIZES A YUPPIE
FAMILY; SOCKO THRILLER
(GOOD)
HOOK (PG) ROBIN WILLIAMS —
OVERBLOWN, LATTER-DAY
VERSION OF THE CLASSIC
C'W? By C**man S*no>c«M

Steps Taken to Improve
Business School

• ACTS:
within 30-60 minutes.
• EFFECTS:
last 8-10 hours, can recur.
• PHYSICAL response:
dilated pupils, elevated temperature and
blood pressure, increased salivation.
• PSYCHOLOGICAL response:
"Good"or "bad" trip characterized by
hallucinations, enhanced sensory
experiences. Depression can follow.
•COSTS:
between $2 and $5 per "hit."
•DOSE:
.03 to .05 milligrams.

By JULIE TATE
SUIT Reporter
Steps are being taken to
make the Longwood College
business school the best of all
medium size schools In Virginia,
l-ongwood's business school
has been competing with
schools such as Radford. ODU.
Mary Washington, and JMU in
the past. Now these schools are
competing with I-ongwood. Many
of the competitors have business
schools much larger than
Longwood's.

Administrator* In the school
of business would like lo see
those students who. as fresh
men. Intend to major In busl
ness take all of their general ed
ucatlon classes in their first two
years and concentrate entirely
on business classes the final two

Valentine's Day
Candy May Put
You In a Funk

|

New Releases
INTO THE SUN
Mild comic stew of elements from "Top Gun" and "The Hard
Way" that halfheartedly spoofs flyboy adventures. Anthony Michael
Hall stars as a self-absorbed actor who seeks some pilot
experience under the guidance of an ace fighter jockey (Michael
Pare). Predictably, the duo becomes embroiled in actual combat
over the skies of the Middle East. Deborah Maria Moore (Roger's
daughter) adds luster as the romantic interest for both men. Some
combat footage perks up the pace. (R) FAIR COMEDY DIR-Fritz
Kiersch LEAD-Anthony Michael Hall RT-100 mins. (Profanity)
LOVE CRIMES
Director Lizzie Borden exploits the controversial subject of men
who take advantage of women in this half-baked film. Sean Young
plays an assistant district attorney who goes undercover to trap a
fashion photographer suspected of sex offenses. The story rarely
makes much sense, it never attains dramatic force and it ends up
as a monotonous diatribe. Patrick Bergin is unimpressive as the
flagrant seducer and abuser. (R) FAIR DRAMA DIR-Lizzie Borden
LEAD-Sean Young RT-90 mins. (Profanity, nudity)
SHINING THROUGH
Melanie Griffith transplants her "Working Girl" character to a
World War II environment in this eloquent, but mildly corny,
romantic adventure. She's a spunky secretary, fluent in German,
who is sent to Berlin where she spies on some Nazi bigwigs.
Michael Douglas plays her crusty boss and sometime lover.
Romantic sparks fail to fly. Yet. the glossy, colorful screenplay,
based on Susan Isaacs popular novel offers constant fun and
suspense. (R) GOOD ROMANTIC ADVENTURE DIR-David Seltzer
LEAD-Melanie Griffith RT-127 mins. (Mild profanity, brief nudity)
"PETER PAN" FANTASY (FAIR)
JFK (R) KEVIN COSTNER —
PROVOCATIVE. HIGHLY
CONTROVERSIAL DOCUDRAMA
RE-EXAMINES KENNEDY
ASSASSINATION (GOOD)
JUICE (R) — UNFLINCHING
LOOK AT BLACK YOUTHS
INVOLVED IN CRIME; STOCK
ACTION SEQUENCES LOWER
IMPACT (FAIR)
KUFFS (PG-13) CHRISTIAN
SLATER — SILLY, SEMICOMEDY INVOLVING A YOUNG
MAN WHO GETS REVENGE
FOR HIS BROTHER'S MURDER
(FAIR)
THE PRINCE OF TIDES (R) NICK
NOLTE — SOUTHERN MAN
BARES HIS EMOTIONAL

years.

The author suggests that
people eliminate both sugar and
caffeine from their diets, then
gradually Introduce one element
back Into their system and
watch for symptoms.
"Caffeine is not a stimulant
for everyone." says Christiansen,
who said he has found that
people more often are sugar
sensitive than caffeine-sensitive.
Christiansen warns that
withdrawal symptoms may be
experienced when people drop
sugar or caffeine from their diet.
They may get shaky, and the
change may be gradual." although one woman told Christiansen she could "name the
hour" she started feeling better
after eliminating sugar from her
diet.
The author is writing a book
on premenstrual syndrome,
which he says is directly related
to a woman's diet choices during
certain phases of the monthly
cycle.
who may be what he terms
"sugar or caffeine sensitive."
Many people attribute "feeling
lousy" to a stressful Job or
marriage, when they could be
suffering an underlying depression triggered by caffeine or
sugar that makes them feel
worse.

COLLEGE STATION. Texas
(CPS) — Think twice about
giving your sweetheart a box of
candy for Valentine's Day. A
Texas A&M psychologist says
depression — not adoration —
may result.
Dr. Larry Christiansen, who
has conducted research on the
link between sugar and depression, said he has found that
eliminating sugar from the diets
of depressed people can
substantially curb their
depression.
In his book The Food-Mood
Connection: Eating Your Way to
Happiness." Christiansen says
that dietary Intervention can
often determine what chemicals
may be causing your case of
blues.
"In terms of mood disorders,
particularly depression, caffeine
and sugar can have a devastating effect in terms of creating
depression." said Christiansen,
who has studied the diet mood
connection for the past ten
years.
He
points
out
that
"Individuals who feel fatigued, go
to bed for eight hours and are
still tired, someone who Is
moody, and people with ongoing
headaches" are among those

TORMENT; VIGOROUS
PERFORMANCE BY NOLTE
(GOOD)
STAR TREK VI (PG) WILLIAM
SHATNER — FRESH HUMOR
AND GOOD SPECIAL EFFECTS
ENLIVEN THIS SEQUEL IN THE
STURDY SCI-FI SERIES (GOOD)
COMING ATTRACTION
WILLIAM BALDWIN WILL STAR
IN "MACHINE GUN KELLY,' AN
UNCONVENTIONAL GANGSTER
FILM ABOUT THE MOBSTER
WHO WAS NEVER CONVICTED
OF ROBBING A BANK AND
NEVER KILLED ANYONE
COLUMBIA PICTURES WILL
RELEASE.
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When
you give
blood
you give
another
birthday
another
anniversary
another
laugh,
another
hug,
another
chance.

+

American Red Cross

Dr. Berkwood Farmer. Dean
of the School of Business and
Economics, feels that all students at Longwood College
should take at least one eco
nomics class during theli college
careers In order to better
prepare them for the working
world
Two major goals have been

set forth by the Dean to the fac
ulty in this school
First, to equip the depart
ments with new faculty mem
bers In the areas of marketing
and finance. Qualifications for

these new positions include
having doctorate, having the
ability to communicate efflctlvery. possessing the ability to
motivate the students to excel
both in and out of the class
room, and developing a friend
ship with students, not Just a
professional relationship.
Second, the professors must
keep up to date with the latest
topics in their fields. By doing
research and submitting articles
to Journals In their field of con
centratlon each professor can
stay on top of things. In tum.
this knowledge is passed on to
the students and then carried
with them into the Job market.
Research is also done by students through the Small Busl
ness Development Center. This
research benefits the Southslde
Virginia Community. Long
woods Small Business Development Center Is directed by
Mr. Jerry Hughes and Is the
most visible and productive
development center in Virginia.
It meets the needs of businesses
by developing a plan of aciton
for a particular firm and helping
(hat
business
become
successful.

The goals set forth by Dean
Farmer have been well received
.Hid steps have already been
taken to insure the quality of the
faculty.

'^Tbene lite.
.ppodur.
■ mnOV1

"PEEKING

,

'segsi
MANAGER
»„oni'
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seeks

,,<...o"»l *"*
moliv ited
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Quotable:
"It is harder to preserve than to obtain liberty."

IVjscgjvi'hkxxJ.

—John C. Calhoun
Cowg* »ft«» S«v<c«
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Luxurious
S Totsls

1

?

J

'
'4

9 Chars
14 — Ben Adhem
15 Adriatic
north wind
16 Pilastars
17 Actor's delight
20 Far: pral.
21 Float
12 Cuban dance
23 Partner of
neither
24 Tiny sum ol
money
25 Displeases
20 Spanish or
Western
32 Work hard
33 Lent a hand
35 Mauna 37 Isolated
38 Stage direction
39 Fair
40 "— y plats"
41 Music tor
three
42 Plebe
43 Bless
45 Author of
"Walden"
47 Cart
48 Navy man: abbr.
49 Bounding main
51 Limp as —
53 - la la
56 Actor's delight
59 Steed
60 Dles61 HREking

62 Yellow-lever
mosquito
63 Farm building
64 Kind of
organism
1
2
3
4
5
6

1

by Alfio Wicci
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60
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P
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54

SS
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ANSWERS
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
16
19
23
24
25
26

DOWN
Parcel's
partner
Orchestra
member
Human
Attila
follower
On deck
Discard

27
28
30
31
34
36
38
39
41
42

HOW CAM <fOU 3USTSIT
TH£R£ t>0,N6
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VL AND ^,00 VJHT CAN'T WJ S£
STILL EXPECT ^fOUR WORE. LIKE VOUR...
mOTH£R. TO PICK
SHE GIVES r>l£
UP APTER. <*0U !
GUILT AND X

r r^r/^

HELP WANTED

■

A.
Q.

M

Mild expletive
Fool
Honored
Gloss
"Three men
In—"
Tabula Bishopric
Idler
Schoolbook
Granular
snow
Coy
Fjord city
Plants of a
region
Papal vestment
Reason
Slip by
Where Bobby
Shattoe went
Jap. admiral
Aleutian Isle
Verdi opera
Jolts
Harangues
Cuban dance

N I) I) 7
1 i 0
N 0 1 4-i

0

n v

1 31
|3

v a w
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m

44 Andersen's
birthplace
46 "Leave her
to—"
49 Western
Indian
50 Jokester
51 Tal Mahal site

52 Zoo sound
53 Josip Broz
54 Newspaper
section

55 Presently
56 — Na Na
57 Penpoint
58 From A -

mi moTHEB. AND
3- HAVE A Sur.K'r^G
RELATIONSHIP!

SPRUNG BREAK '92
Jamaica. Cancun from $409.
Panama City Beach from $119.
Earn
Cash
ft
Free
Trarel ... Campus
Reps
Needed!!! Call Student Travel
Services 1 800 648-4849.
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF Assistant director, business
manager. RN. kitchen staff, unit
counselors and leaders, program
specialist, pool director and life
guards needed; June 13 - August 11. Two seasonal resident
camps located near Harrison
burg and Leesburg. VA Contact:
Ruth Ensor. GSCNC. 2233 Wisconsin Ave.. N.W.. Washington.
DC 20007-4187. 202-337-4300.
EOE.
TRAVEL AGENT: Independent
Travel Agent for CO. Travel Inc.
wants to book your Spring
Break Trip. Graduation Trip or
your family vacation. Cruises are
our specialty. Croup bookings
welcome. Call Chips' Marketing
& Travel at 392-4593.
MODELS WANTED for artists
drawing group. Male or female,
no exp. nee. For further lnfor
matlon and pay scale call 3926190 between 4 and 8 p.m.
CAMP COUNSELORS: Holiday
Lake 4-H Center Is accepting
applications for summer camp
counselors. Must be 19 years old
or older. The following positions
are available: Nurse/EMT.. Food
Service Manager. Canoeing,
Horsemanship. Archery. Nature/Aquatic Science, Rlflery,
Outdoor/Adventure Program
and Theater Arts. Salary plus
room and board during week.
Weekends off. Applications
deadline March 1. For additional
Information and application
contact Richard Pulllam or John
Meadows at Holiday Lake 4-H
Center. Route 2. Box 630.
Appomattox, VA or call (804)
248-5444. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

>

<&>
«&

HELP WaANTED
Twin Lakes State Park Is
presently accepting applications
for Maintenance Rangers. Concession Workers, and lifeguards.
For more Information contact
Twin Lakes at (804) 392 3435 or
fill out a State application form
for each position desired and
mall to Twin Lakes State Park,
Rt. 2. Box 70. Green Bay. VA
23942. Applications will be accepted through March 1. 1992.
Interviews will begin the first
week of March.

PERSONALS
Ann — What happens when
you stand out In the rain too
long? You get Rusty!! — Angela
Teasey — Had any good PETs
lately? — Sleezy and Easy
Gruesome Twosome: SPECIAL 2 for 1 Valentines Day
only!!
Mark. John, and R.F. —
Thanks for the coaching. We're
finally certified... We couldn't
have done It without you.
A.A
&D.

Your/Vcv // Horoscope

£

by flutv LUynef-lo

ftftr

■ ■<-d'ftstrologer

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Your
stress will peak when you acd
dentally run down a sidewalk
full of pedestrians in ahigh speed
chase.
Taurus: (Apr. 20 May 20) A
nasty cut you net while shaving
will become infected with gangrene. An amputation is likely.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) The
new moon is perfect tor making
resolutions that stick ()ui back
on anal intrusion
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) Swallowing a hot tie of litl le blue pills
will bring an end to those nagging financial difficulties
Leo: (July 21-Aug. 22) A new
relationship will have you
walking On air, hut will come to
an abrupt end when you repulse
your mate with your incessant

nose-picking,
Wanted: One bafTlcd i'l Kap.
— mmm good
Dirt Devil — Why don I you
stay one weekend and clean my
carpet?!
Ang — Gotta have It! — Ann

Virgo: (Aug. 21 Sept. 22) \sl

Thursday
February 13

Intramural*: Ping Pong-W.
EBduc

Workshop: Civility in the
Workplace, 1 pm Bedford.

Rotunda Staff Meeting:
Interested in working - come
join us. 6 pm Lancaster B27

SGA: General Meeting.
6pmR/W/G

(iuest Speaker Arthur
Ashe: 7 pm Jarman.

Wrestling: Washington*
Lee, 7 pm Lancer Hall

Friday
February 14
VALENTINE'S DAY
Professors Are People Day
Movies: The Man in the
Moon 9:(X) pm Gold Room

Saturday
February 15

Sunday
February 16

Entertainer: Bill Fry, 9 pm
Lancer Cafe.

Concert: Tactical Air
Command Brass Quintet, 4
pm Wygal.
Black History Mime: 7:30
pm Wygal

Astrologer Ruby Wyner Jo has
uiw\vlL'dlnimuikn\ilxiliUikins,jtlm
sum unJ urestimg c/umipioas u>itii
fur kntiujL'tlw af the stars This, her
weekly asimlany column, is fur
common riffraff like you
Information on events should
be submitted to the Student
Union Office in Lankford by
the Friday preceding the

Campus Calendar

Wednesday
February 12

Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Iking
friends together this weekend,
then bicker with them about
unsubstantiated gossip.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22 Dec. 21)
You'll acquire the ability to
withstand extremely cold temperatures. Use this new power t. >
tight crime.
Capricorn: (Dec 22-Jan. 19)
Ensure your position at the
workplace. Urinate on the walls
in areas that you consider your
territory.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20 Feb. IS) After Staring at a video display
terminal tor too long, you will
see a ghostly image of Gavin
MacLeod.
Pisces: (Feb. 19 Mar. 20) If your
feet tire, ache, pain, burn, itch
or perspire excessively trom
over-exertion, fatigue or stress,
then eat them.

youracll what you need to feel

Secure, then blow Vienna sausages ai pet iple thn tugh set tions
ol garden hose
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oci 23) Emu
late people in bcercommcrt ials,
tor they are the wiscsl on Earth.

SPRING WEEKEND
WILL BE HELD
APRIL 3,4, & 5!

6H£ HER
OIRTV
\
LAUNPWj/'t

appropriate- issue of the
paper.

Monday
February 17

Tuesday
February 18

Workshop: Job Search
Skills. 5pmCPPC
Women's Basketball
Columbia Union, 5:15 pm
LjRCM Hall.
Men's Basketball Barton,
7:30 pm lancer Hall

Workshop: Interviewing
Skills lpmCPPC

Lecture African Culture &
language by Gabriel
Ruhumbika, 8 pm \/W/G

IhtMaaintlat
Mjiufl 9:00 pm Gold Room

Intramurats Coed VB. EB
due

SPORTS
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Lady Lancers
Stopped
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Intramurals Update Ensley
Named
Player
Of the
Week

*
*

By MICHAEL K. CARTER
Staff Reporter

The Winner Is...

By ALEX RODRIGUEZ
Sports Reporter
Longwood's Lady l-nmis (715) had (heir two game winning
streak stopped by visiting Pitts
burgh Johnstown (16-3).
Todd Croyle and Mlndy Young
led the scoring with 25 and 23
points respectively. Longwood's
high scorers were Cassie Ensley
with 15 and Mandy Evans who
came off the bench to contribute
13 points for the Lancers.
The Lady Lancers played with
great intensity but were outmatched by the Lady Mountain
Cats who are currently ranked
11th In the NCAA Division II
women's basketball poll.
The I.ady Cats kept con I In u
ous offensive pressure on the
Lancers by uslr.g a control offense and accurate passing to
keep Longwood's defense off-

halance.

Longwood's triangle and two
defense was rendered Ineffective
by the Lady Cat's guards Mlndy
Young and Amy Kessler whose
experience help them find the
holes In Longwood's defense.
Longwood's offense was held
In check by Pittsburgh John
stown defense. Longwood shot
41 percent for the game while
the Lady Cats shot 57 percent.
The Lady Cats also took the
advantage from the free throw
line, converting 26 of 31 attempts for 84 percent.
The Lady Cats never allowed
Longwood to establish any type
of offense by cutting off the
wings and denying any shooting
Inside the paint.
The score at the half was
Pittsburgh Johnstown 49 and
Longwood 34. Longwood repeat
edly reduced the lead to 13 but
was unable to get any closer.

Alpha Sigma Alpha defeated the Smooth Operators team to
win the women's basketball championship.

The team of Mike Tucker. Shawn Jones. James Callaham.
and Lewis Brogdon won the Schick Super Hoops basketball tournament last weekend and advanced to the Regional Festival at
American University on February 9th. The top two teams at the
festival will play the championship game at an NBA arena as part
of an NBA game.
What's Going On...

CASSIE ENSLEY

The Men and Women's Racquetball Tournaments began play
last week with 51 men and 12 women competing.
Mens basketball began Its sixteen team tournament last
Monday.
On Deck..
Women's Ping Pong entry blanks are due on Wednesday the
12th.
Coed Innertube Water Polo entry blanks were due on
Monday the 10th with play beginning on Wednesday the 12th.
Wanted...

Lancers Record
Moves to Plus
Side; But Win Streak Ends

Aerobic Instructors are needed by the Intramural and
Recreation Department to teach twelve classes a week during the
coming school year. Contact 2356.
A Volleyball Officials meeting will be held on Monday.
February 17th In Her Gym.

Longwood s men's basketball
team moved Its record to the
plus side with three victories last
week, but dropped a 67-60 decision to Elon Monday night to
slip to 12-10. The loss put an
end to a four game Lancer win
streak.
Coach Ron Carr's squad
started the string of four victories with a win over Newberry
79-64 Jan. 25. and last week
beat Wlngate 61 45 Monday.
Gardner Webb
66-62
Wednesday and
Lincoln
Memorial 71-65 Saturday. The
Newberry and Gardner-Webb
wins came on the road. The
Lancers have now won seven of
their last 11 games, turning a 56 record Into the current 12-10.
Longwood will host Shepherd
Thursday night in its next action. The Rams are 16-5 and one
of the top teams in the West
Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. After a trip to

Wingate next Monday, the
Lancers will have their last home
game against Barton Monday,
Feb. 17.
Monday night Michael Druitt
scored a career-high 18 points
with six rebounds and senior
Joe Lowe had 12 points and a
team-high eight rebounds, but
Elon rallied from a nine-point
second half deficit to take the
victory. The Fightnln' Christians
stood 11-7 with the win.
Druitt canned 12 of 15 free
throws, going 7-7 In the first half
when he scored 13 points to
pace a 38-34 Lancer edge. He
also finished with six assists,
giving him 79 for the season and
an average of 3.6 per game.
Lowe played well In his 26
minutes on the court, but saw
limited lime In the second half
because of foul problems. He
paced an 8-0 Lancer run which
put Longwood up 48 39 with
15:06 left.

Elon. however, seized control
of the contest outscoring LC 2812 the rest of the way.
Junior Keith Crabtree came
off the bench to score nine
points and spark the team with
his hustling style of play.
Druitt. Lowe, Weaver.
Laster Pace Win Over LMU
Longwood got solid showings
from four players while avenging
an earlier loss to Lincoln
Memorial Saturday. Lowe. Bryan
Weaver and Chuck Laster
combined for 26 first half points
as the Lancers took a 32-22 lead
at the break. LMU staged a sec
ond half comeback, pulling
within 57-55 with 3:39 left in
the game.
Druitt. who finished with 10

points and eight assists, scored
two straight buckets and Lowe
another for a 63-55 edge with
2:12 left. Lowe then combined
with J.B. Nelll to hit six straight
free throws and ice the victory.
Lowe ended up with a season
high 19 points, while Weaver
added 16 points and six re
bounds and Laster 17 points
and five boards. Longwood
pulled off 32 rebounds to the
Rallsplitters 22 to offset 22
Lancer turnovers.
For the game. Lowe hit seven
of 10 shots from the floor and
five of six free throws. Nelll had
a solid all around game with five
points, five assists and two
steals.

Sophomore guard Cassie Ensley. who scored 64 points in
three games last week for Long
wood's women's basketball
team, has been named I-ong
wood College Player of the Week
for the period Feb. 2-9. Player of
the Week is chosen by the
Ix>ngwood sports Information
office.
Ensley's week began as she
scored 23 points, including five
of nine from three point range,
in leading longwood to an 85 64
victory over visiting Virginia
Union on Monday night. Thurs
day. Ensley hit for a career high
26 points in a 68-63 triumph
over Virginia State. She was
eight of 10 from the foul line
against VSU.
On Saturday. Ensley hit for
15 points and made four steals
as the Lady Lancers dropped a
98 84 decision to 11th ranked

Lady Gymnasts
Fall to Navy ;
Plagued By Injuries
By ALEX RODRIGUEZ
Sports Reporter
Longwood College women's
gymnastics team fell to 0-5 with
a lose to Navy 165.4 to 99.35.
The Lady Lancers were look
Ing for their first win of the sea
son against Navy but knew it
was going to be difficult competing with only three gymnasts.
The Lancers were led by Junior Danielle Williams who finished first In the all around
competition with a score of
35.50.
Danielle Williams was very
surprised about her first place

fourth stale title- in the six years
<>f Virginia'! division n and in
tournament,
longwood won with 81 5
points, followed by Virginia
Mall with 61.25. Newport News

Apprentice 66.35, Norfolk Mate
48, Washington h lee 30.5. and
C.all.iudct with lti points.
Umgwood had lour lndlvlilii.il
slate Champions, led by senior
Ted PrOCtOI winning his fourth
State title. Proctor went 3 0 en
roulr to tlie i hampkinshlp. with
two pins prior to .< title matt h
decision at 167.
Also winning championships
were senior Kevin McSherry at
158. and freshmen Nate Hi own
and Ryan Slelanko at I 1H .in,I
134 respectively McSherry also
gol two pins on Ihr day. with a
decision In the final. Drown look

a major decision in his title
match and Stefanko gained an
overtime decision In his chain
plonshlp.
"It w.is ■ good, competitive
tournament." commented coach
Steve Nelson. "We wrestled very
hard and are pleased with the
championship. Ted and Kevin
looked very good, wrestling
composed and in control, while
Ryan and Nate were Impressive
.is well."
Taking second was Junior
Keith Ooff 150. and freshman
Joe Sllvus at 142. while senior
Kevin Haller 126, finished third.
Fourth place finishes went to
freshmen Bryan Hartley and

David Franklin at 177 and 190
respectively.
longwood will host a dual
match against Washington N
Lee ihursday night at 7 in
Lancer Hall before hosting the
NCAA Division II Southern Ke
gtonals Feb. 23 beginning at 12
P in . also in Lancer Hall.

finish saying. "I did not expect to
do so well this early. I Just went
out there and had fun."
The Lady Lancers are without
Junior co captain Beth Risley
who Is out with a knee Injury,
along with Marcl Anzelmo and
Laura Hill who were both side
lined due to Illness.
Cheryl Cole and Michele
Mustasclo both had strong performances, but competing with
only three gymnasts against
Navy's six was a little too much
for Longwood.
Longwood's next meet Is the
Towson Invitational on Feb. 16.

CLASSIC
ROCK

Wrestlers Win
Fourth State
Title
By Greg Prouty
i ongwood's wrestling team
won the 1992 Virginia College
Division SI.ii<- Championship
Sunday in Norfolk, the Lancers

Division II power Pittsburgh
Johnstown. Ensley nailed two
three-pointers, giving her 84 for
her career, which ties her with
former LC All American Carmille
Bamette ("91) for first on the all
time list.
Ensley's career three point
shooting percentage of .344 (84
244) Is also tops on the career
list, as Is her career .750 mark
(138 184) from the foul line.
For the season. Ensley Is av
eraglng a team leading 14.6
points and 5.2 assists. She is
shooting 45 percent from the
floor, including 41 percent from
three point land, and 73 percent
from the foul line. Ensley also
has 50 rebounds and 49 steals,
along with two blocked shots.
A 1.000 point career scorer at
Albert Einstein High School.
Ensley's major is modern Ian
guages at Longwood.

FALSE
DM ITRI
Tue. Feb. 18th"
ABC-ON

$2 COVER
9 pm - 12 midnite

Present this
i coupon during
i the show for

50* OFF
any personal
pan pizza!!
Not valid with any other offer.
Good only 2/18/92 at Lancer Cafe.

